Integrated kinetics for the production of glucose in plant cells and the effect of temperature.
We prepare a temperature-dependent formulation of the integrated kinetics for the overall process of photosynthesis in eukaryotic cells. To avoid complexity, the C4 plants are chosen because their rate of photosynthesis is independent of the partial pressure of O2. A systematically simplified but comprehensive scheme for both light and dark reactions is considered. The reaction rate per reaction center in the thylakoid membrane is related to the rate of exciton transfer between chlorophyll neighbors. An expression is formulated for the light reaction rate (R1'). The NADPH formation rate is related to R1' and the survival probability of the membrane. Rates of different steps in the simplified scheme can be related to each other by applying a few steady state conditions. The saturation probability of CO2 in a bundle sheath is also considered. The photochemical efficiency (phi) appears in terms of these probabilities. We find the glucose production rate as R(glucose) = (8/3) upsilon L: [corrected] R1'phi g(T)([G3P]/[P(i)]2) exp(-deltaG(E)S/RT), where g(T) is the activation quotient of the involved enzymes, G3P and P(i) represent glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate and inorganic phosphates, and deltaG(E)S is the free energy for the apparent equilibrium between G3P and glucose. This is the first time that such a comprehensive expression for R(glucose) has been derived. The probabilities are generally given by sigmoid curves. The corresponding parameters can be easily determined. The quotient g(T) incorporates a Gaussian distribution for temperature dependence and a sigmoid function describing deactivation. The theoretical plots of photochemical efficiency and glucose production rate versus temperature are in excellent agreement with the experimental ones, thereby validating the formalism.